Web-based training on computer architecture: The case for JCachesim
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Abstract
This paper describes possible advantages of
adding an interactive tool with log capabilities, in
an online learning environment. We describe the
interactive, Java-based tool named JCachesim,
which is used for experimenting cache behavior
with simple assembly programs while varying
cache features. The tool has embedded features
that allow the teacher to monitor the progress of
each individual student.

1. Introduction
Internet offers the technology that supplements
traditional classroom training with Web-based
components and learning environments, where the
educational process is experienced online. The
objective is not to duplicate the characteristics of
an ordinary class, but to use the possibilities of the
computer to actually do better than what normally
occurs in the face to face class.
According to projections, by 2004, 75 percent of
US college students will have taken at least one
online course. The number of colleges and
universities offering e-learning will more than
double, from 1,500 in 1999 to more than 3,300 in
2004. Student enrollment in these courses will
increase 33% annually during this time [1].
Educational advantages that arise when
supplementing a course with Web-based tools
include:
• Enabling
student-centered
teaching
approaches
• Providing 24/7 accessibility to course
materials
• Providing just in time methods to assess
and evaluate student progress
• Reducing “administrivia” around course
management
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There are also other, less obvious, but equally
compelling advantages in favor of online teaching.
Students are judged solely by their submitted work
and their participation in online discussion forums,
not by how they look. This "anonymity filter" has
proven to have a positive effect on shyer students,
who are more likely to respond in class
discussions and debates when they have the time
to think beforehand, and to compose answers they
feel good about.
Navigating through the screens of an interesting,
colorful Web site maintains students' interest and
can keep their brains active. Students can see other
students' work and profit from their inspiration and
understanding. Using conferencing, e-mail and
other Internet features, students can also comment
on each other's creations and discuss variations
and other possibilities.
Structured note taking, using tools such as
interactive study guides, and the use of visuals and
graphics as part of the syllabus and presentation
outlines contribute to student understanding of the
course. Student discussion records, groups and
project work and commentaries can be used to add
to the content of the course.

2. Virtual classroom on computer
architecture
There are a number of possible solutions for
building a Web-based course on computer
architecture. Detailed explanation about creating a
virtual classroom, as well as examples of Web
teaching environments can be found in [2]. For the
purpose of creating our computer architecture
classroom, we used a similar environment.
The consistent interface of distance learning
environments speeds up the process of learning,
and does not intimidate instructors and students
with the ordeal of learning to use a new software

application each time a new tool is incorporated
into the course.
Although our students found reading text in
lectures via computer screen sometimes tedious,
they liked integrated simulators, prerecorded
lectures, and quizzes.
One of the most interesting enhancements that we
added recently is the possibility of using
interactive tools based on Java applets. These tools
allow the students both to exercize and to learn.
We also embedded a facility to automatically log
the student’s use of the tool, and create a
personalized record to make sure that he used the
basic functionalities of the tool. In the following,
we consider such interactive tool for a lesson
regarding cache memories.

3. The JCachesim tool
One of the lessons in our computer architecture
classroom allows students to use an interesting
tool for studying and analyzing a computer with
cache memory, called JCachesim. It is based on
previous experience on non Web-based tools [3].

JCachesim is a simulation environment of a
computer with a cache memory. It allows the
student to observe the CPU and the cache
activities during the execution of a program, and
in particular during read or write memory
operation, to evaluate the system performance, to
analyze the reference locality and the distribution
of memory accesses due to the program execution.
An exercise is organized in three phases:
configuration, simulation, and analysis.
In the first phase, students write a program in an
assembly language, and then configure the system.
For cache memory, the student chooses the cache
capacity, the placement policy (direct, full, or setassociative mappings), the cache block size, the
number of ways. Main memory size can be
chosen, the main memory update policy and,
finally, the block replacement policy (FIFO,
random, or LRU).
For I/O devices, the student specifies the I/O type
(monitor, keyboard or general purpose), the
synchronization scheme (none or handshake), the
interrupt scheme (none, vectored interrupt or non
vectored interrupt), and the addresses of the
relative device registers (Figure 1).

Figure 1: An example of configuring parameters, by clicking on the selected system component.

In the simulation phase, JCachesim can work in
one of following three modes:
• Single – the student can ask for the execution
of a memory operation by specifying the
memory address and the operation type. In the
single mode, JCachesim executes a single
memory operation and shows, through an
animation, the cache and main memory
events, and the sequence of actions necessary
to perform the required memory operation
(Figure 2).
• Trace – the student can execute a program
step-by-step, and examine cache or memory
contents.

•

Exe – the student can ask for the execution of
the whole program (or a portion).

The student can watch the statistics regarding
cache operations at any time (Figures 3, 4).
JCachesim tool is written in the form of interactive
applets that allow us to train students. However,
one of the most useful features of JCachesim is its
ability to create a log of student’s activities. The
log file contains the student name, the time he or
she took the test, the chosen settings and what
kind of experiments were performed. The log file
is automatically stored and available to instructors
(Figure 5).

Figure 2: An example of JCachesim working in single mode.

Figure 3: Pictures showing the locality of accesses in various memory areas.

Figure 4: Global statistics of cache operations.

The generated log file also contains following
information: total time spent for reasoning
between operations, and total idle time. These data
are used solely for tracking time the student spent

using the tool, and not for measuring his
performances.
The JCachesim tool is still in the prototype phase,
but we hope to deliver a final version to the public
as soon as possible.

Figure 5: An example of student log file, to be considered by the teacher.

4. Conclusions
Computer architecture requires understanding a
wide variety of issues and interactions among
them. One important step is that the student makes
use of simulation tools to understand concepts
otherwise difficult to experience.
Our internal research indicates that teaching and
studying at a distance is equally effective, even
better than traditional instruction, provided there is
timely teacher-to-student feedback.
We have described the possible advantages of
integrating an interactive tool with log capabilities
into a virtual classroom environment. Using an
interactive tool like JCachesim allows students to
indicate the settings of a cache memory, to
observe the cache activity needed for a memory
operation, to evaluate the system performance by
varying the parameters, and to analyze the
program behavior by the memory references. One
of the most important features of this tool is the
ability to generate log files, which can be used to
monitor students’ progresses and track their

activities. Future plans for improving the
JCachesim include providing more Java modules
for enabling immediate interaction between
students and instructors.
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